Dixie Games
Volunteer Job Descriptions
Staging: Assist the officials in getting the athletes ready for the next race. Assist putting the
lane numbers on the athlete’s helmet or their hip. Provide water for athletes as needed in
staging area. Walk athletes to the start of the race from the staging area to ensure they are in
the proper lane.
Marshalling: Provide directions for people limiting access to certain areas.
Pickers Finish Line: In the long distance events, each person will be assigned to an athlete.
They keep track of how many laps they have done and let the bell ringer and the athlete know.
In the shorter distance races, they keep track of the order in which athletes crossed the line.
Scorekeepers: The official will tell them at the event who earned the point. They don’t need
to know the rules to do these jobs.
Field Pit Assistants: Volunteers will retrieve implements, assist with measuring, and mark
where the implements landed. Volunteers do not need prior experience. There will be a
certified official to run the field pit and make any needed official calls.
Rackers: Need to be weightlifters themselves. They will add and take off weights from the
rack for the lifters. I believe some of the athletes lifted over 300lbs.
Equipment/Logistics: Volunteers will assist with setting up venues such as tents, fans, water,
ice, lines, tables, chairs, checking athlete equipment in/out of storage area etc. Must be able
to lift 40 pounds and includes bending and stooping.
Runners: Posting results immediately following the completion of a race. Deliver infraction
sheets from corner officials on the track to the finish line.
Water Provider: Ensure athletes, officials, and volunteers maintain hydrated by delivering
water to them.
Back up Timers: Volunteers operate back-up stopwatches for track and swimming.
Archery: Will retrieve arrows between rounds and score points.

